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Introduction 

Art at the Start, our research partner, have created these lovely sensory activities inspired by 
Discovery Shorts for Wee Ones. They are designed to add to the film watching experience and 
enhance awareness of colour, shape and textures. 

There are four activities. These accompany:
   l 6:1 Angel’s Trumpet  l Sloth 
   l   Patchwork Spider l Angel’s Trumpet 

These films can be rented online. Find out more: http://discoveryfilmfestival.org.uk/

Our PhD student and trained art psychotherapist with Art at the Start, Vicky Armstrong, says:
“Making art is a lovely way to feel connected to each other and it gives a focus for lots of shared 
looking and shared goals which we know are good for helping infants feel attuned to their primary 
carers. This shared experience is good for infants’ attachments and wellbeing but has also been 
shown to improve the parents’ feelings of wellbeing.  

In terms of brain development, watching these short films and making art allows little ones to 
have lots of new sensory experiences with different textures and colours, it lets them practice new 
motor skills, and also lets them see that they are able to make change in the world as they make 
marks and colours. This builds their sense of agency and their sense of self. They are also learning 
observational skills for watching, thinking and talking about what they see in films.”

Find out more about the research and activities at DCA for 0-3s online:
https://www.dca.org.uk/stories/article/art-at-the-start

We hope that you enjoy watching the short films and making the activities together. We’d love to 
see anything you make so please do share it with us online using #DCAmakes.

Happy viewing and making,
Discovery Film Festival/ DCA Learning Team

Top tips for watching short films with young children

l Use the pause button to stop at a particular frame; the art making activities link to specific 
aspects or characters in four of the Shorts for Wee Ones films and pausing the screen will help to 
see these.

l Watch them multiple times.

l Consider the Cs and Ss: The British Film Institute promotes learning through film and about 
film. At DCA we use their simple model of the three Cs and three Ss to introduce children to key 
aspects of film making, to develop their understanding, analytical and critical skills. The Cs are 
for Character, Colour and Camera (shots) and the Ss are for Story, Sound and Setting. When 
watching film with very young children it is helpful to think about C for Colour and S for Sound in 
particular (sound effects and also music, sound track). 
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Clay Faces

Have a go at making a face from clay, like those used in the animation 6:1 for the cat and the girl, 
and look at how we make expressions.

You’ll need:
l Plasticine or play dough 
OR
l A portion of salt dough clay:

      
     For salt dough, mix the ingredients in a bowl and kneed them  
     together until smooth. Little ones will enjoy helping with this.

l Have a look 
together at the shape
of these faces. Now 
try and mould your 
clay into the same 
oval shape.

l Help wee ones to pinch ears and roll extra little balls to add on for noses and eyes.

l Press a pencil or plastic cutlery into the clay to add mouths and pupils. Talk with your wee 
one about how you can make them look happy, sad, puzzled, etc. Try changing the eyes, mouth 
and ears to make different expressions. You could play at making faces at each other to practice 
these and see how they look!

         l You could also add facial features 
           using things around the house, like 
           buttons or beads, if your wee ones is old  
           enough.

         l If you use salt dough, you can bake  
            them in a very low oven for a couple of  
            hours until they are hard and then paint  
            them together.
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Ice Cream Prints

Inspired by the short film Sloth, have a go at mixing some ice cream colours and printing some 
scoops. This activity is designed to give lots of potential for you to chat with wee ones about 
colours and ‘flavours’ and for them to use their imagination with sprinkles and sauce.

You’ll need:
    l White paint and some primary colours
    l Something round for printing (a baby sponge, half potato, balloon)
    l Cardboard from the recycling
    l Scraps of coloured paper cut into little pieces
    l Paper (we used a dark colour so the ice cream would show up)
    l Brushes or spoons to mix and trays or plates
    l Plastic or old newspaper to cover the table or floor

      

     

l Start by showing wee ones 
how to make the pastel ice 
cream colours. Use a big blob 
of white and a little bit 
of another colour and let wee
ones give it a mix.

       l Cut triangles from card to be ice cream cones and  
          stick these onto the paper background.
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l  Spread a paint colour onto a tray or plate and show 
wee ones how to dip their printing tool into the paint and
then transfer this to the paper as an ice cream ball on their 
cone. If you are using a balloon to print like us, don’t blow 
it up very big. Let them play around with different 
combinations of colours. Talk about what flavours they 
might be.

                 
      l Give them a bowl of the little pieces of paper and   
      let them scatter these over the ice creams like sprinkles.  
      If you are happy to risk a little mess, it is fun to let them  
      squirt some paint as sauce.
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Patchwork Spider

Let’s create our own spider like the friendly one in the film Patchwork Spider. Use a crayon or 
paint to add legs. Glue on torn tissue or coloured paper to make the patchwork body.
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Musical Birds

Inspired by the short film Angel’s Trumpet make a bird mobile. This activity is a nice way to talk to 
wee ones about colours and music.

You’ll need:
l Cardboard from the recycling
l Colourful paints
l Feathers
l Straws or kebab sticks and thread to hang your mobile
l Bird template:

l Using the above template, cut our several birds from 
scrap cardboard. If you flip the template over and cut a 
second bird for each one you can glue these back to back 
so you don’t have to paint on the shiny side. You might 
want to do this in advance if your wee one is too small to 
use scissors. 
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      l Now spread out all the birds, card side up, on 
      newspaper and let wee ones paint them in bright 
      colours. You could talk about the bright colours from   
      the film and what ones they liked best. If you don’t want  
      to use paint, try covering them with coloured paper or 
      magazine images.

l Once they are dry, glue them back to back with the 
thread caught in between and then add colourful feathers 
for wings. You can let wee ones explore the texture of the 
feathers and feel how soft they are as you go.

      l Make a cross from blunted kebab sticks or straws and  
      then hang the birds from this. You could also add other  
      shapes from the film - we also added a trumpet in the  
      middle. Once they are all tied on you can hang it by a  
      central string and adjust the length of each until it   
      all balances. Older children can help and learn about 
      balance while doing this.

      l Make sure you hang the mobile where wee ones can  
      see it but cannot reach it.

      l If you have a very small baby they might prefer just  
      to play with the different coloured feathers, tickling each  
      other with them and talking about the colours. You could  
      still make the mobile for them to look at.
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